Abstract. Contraposing rolling machine's efficient emulation, simple technological requirements, TIA Portal V13's adoption SIMATIC WinCC flexible 2008, King View 6.03 and the force control etc. Several well-know configuration control interface design, this design is based on S7-300 PLC monitoring system of rolling mill, and it uses the PLC ladder diagram and configuration software communication to realize effective monitoring of rolling machine. Four configuration ways contain the user management interface, main interface and alarm interface. And the thickness of the steel plate could be controlled by manually roll distance.
Introduction
At present, the rolling mill control system based on PLC has got different levels of promotion, debugging and fault diagnosis at developing. However, because of the complex structure of the rolling mill itself and the complexity of the rolling process, the problems caused by design debugging are also complex. Besides, It is also different to guarantee the safety of workers during their field operation. Basing on this situation, it is quite necessary to have a good monitoring system. This paper introduces the four kinds of configuration software, such TIA Portal V13, SIMATIC WinCC flexible 2008, King View 6.03, force control, etc., to monitor the rolling steel process monitoring system, and the system CPU with 317-2-PN/DN. Using TIA Portal V13, IMATIC WinCC flexible 2008 uses the KTP900 as a touch screen for the configuration software, and communication with the touch the Ethernet TCP protocol. Using the group state as a configuration software through the Ethernet TCP protocol and the Siemens PLC300 communication the power control as a configuration software connects to Siemens PLC300 for communication through OPC connection.
System Structure
According to the system requirements, the rolling mill system consists of seven motors, eight sensors, three sets of rollers, a S7-300 PLC. M1, M3, M5, M7 as transmission motor, and the driving roller motor M2, M4, M6 as spindle motor, used to drive the roller. Sensor S1 -S8 are used to track and display the billet position, and the rolling mill is rolling to meet the production requirements. When the system is running, the sensors detects the billet, and sends the signal to PLC, PLC after system analysis to drive the motors to meet the process requirements, the system Structure flow is shown Figure. 1.
Control Demand
Entering administrator account and password into the monitoring system and clicking on the main switch system operation administrators can control the thickness of the steel plate through changing the distance of three groups of roll. Switch closing to both ends of conveyor belt detects steel signals to 317-2-PN/DN, and CPU starts to work by controlling driven motor corresponding indicator light turns green after a process, and after three processes are over, the steel plate would be sent out. When alarm system lights turned real flashing the whole process would stop working after five seconds, and wait for maintenance. According to the system requirements analysis the system control flow chart is shown in figure. 2. 
TIA Portal V13 Configuration Software
TIA Portal V13 configuration software is a powerful software, it will be SIEMENS programming software and SIMATIC WinCC flexible 2008 configuration software together, establish the project tree in this system, select the 317-2 PN/DN type CPU controller, using the default variable table needed to set up a program variable, system ladder diagram and write in block KTP900; touch screen in the project tree, and establish the system configuration in the HMI file table variables required, associated and PLC programming configuration variables, after the completion of the program and interface is compiled and simulated by graph simulation software S7-PLCSIM, the feasibility of detection system. TIA Portal V13 configuration interface is shown in Figure. 
King View 6.03 Configuration Software
S7-300 and King View 6.03 to Ethernet TCP protocol communication system, configuration interface, PLC program into COM1, the original TOUCIIMAK static images and database variables to establish the corresponding relationship, so that the images in motion. Through the driver, it will cause the change of the real time database, such as the movement of the steel plate in the system is related to the corresponding variable. In the system, the real-time alarm window is set up to display the alarm record of the rolling mill in the most recent period.King View 6.03 configuration interface is shown in Figure. 5. Figure 5 . Kingview configuration interface.
Force Control Configuration Software
The simulation of rolling mill system is realized by combining S7-300 with OPC. The use of OPC automation interface scripting language and PLC program to complete the control of the system, the force control configuration software using the powerful function of the OPC server for the engineering staff to provide a convenient and efficient access. The variables in the real time database are combined with the configuration picture elements to achieve the control effect.Force control configuration interface is shown in Figure. 6. 
Summary
In this paper, taking a rolling mill as a typical case, using and four simulation software research, and design each simulation interface, successfully realized the rolling process of the billet display and tracking process. In this paper, through the implementation of a variety of simulation methods to stimulate student's interest in learning and industrial typical cases, to promote the rapid integration of students into the enterprise engineering practice.
